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Abstract

Foreign words, such as names, locations or sometimes entire phrases, are a prob-
lem for any system that is meant to convert graphemes to phonemes (g2p; i.e.
converting written text into phonetic transcription). In this thesis, we investigate
both rule-based and neural methods of phonetically transcribing English words
found in Icelandic text, taking into account the rules and constraints of how
foreign phonemes can be mapped into Icelandic phonology.

We implement a rule-based system by compiling grammars into finite-state
transducers. In deciding on which rules to include, and evaluating their cover-
age, we use a list of the most frequently-found English words in a corpus of
Icelandic text. The output of the rule-based system is then manually evaluated
and corrected (when needed) and subsequently used as data to train a simple
bidirectional LSTM g2p model. We train models both with and without length
and stress labels included in the gold annotated data.

Although the scores for neither model are close to the state-of-the-art for
either Icelandic or English, both our rule-based system and LSTM model show
promising initial results and improve on the baseline of simply using an Icelandic
g2p model, rule-based or neural, on English words. We find that the greater
flexibility of the LSTM model seems to give it an advantage over our rule-based
system when it comes to modeling certain phenomena. Most notable is the
LSTM’s ability to more accurately transcribe relations between graphemes and
phonemes for English vowel sounds.

Given there does not exist much previous work on g2p transcription specifically
handling English words within the Icelandic phonological constraints and it
remains an unsolved task, our findings present a foundation for the development
of further research, and contribute to improving g2p systems for Icelandic as a
whole.

Keywords: Foreign word grapheme-to-phoneme transcription, text-to-speech, Ice-
landic phonology
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1 Introduction

Grapheme-to-phoneme transcription (regularly abbreviated as g2p) is the task of
predicting the correct pronunciation of a word from its written form. It is a crucial
component of any text-to-speech (TTS) system, from personal assistants on smart
phones to automatic audiobook readers.
TTS systems often make use of pronunciation dictionaries, which list words and

their phonetic transcriptions, but are also expected to handle words not in the dictio-
nary, and thus require methods of automatically producing the phonetic transcription
for unseen words. This task varies in difficulty between languages, as the relationship
between written symbols (graphemes) and phonetic realization (phonemes) is more
regular in some languages than others.

The term grapheme here refers to the smallest unit of a writing system of a language,
such as a logogram in written Chinese or an alphabetic letter in Icelandic and English.
The writing system itself is referred to as the orthography of a language. Meanwhile,
we use the term phoneme in this thesis to refer to a unit of sound in the sound system
of some language. The set of allowable sounds and rules is the phonology of a language.

The conventional notation, used throughout this thesis, is to show graphemes within
angle brackets, <>, and phonetic transcription, for instance using the International
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), within square brackets, [ ]. As an example, we can say
that in English, the grapheme <a> can represent a number of different phonemes,
including [A] as in <bar> and [æ] as in <cat>. On occasion, a set of graphemes or
phonemes will be listed within the brackets, for example to refer to the English vowel
graphemes <a e i o u>.
It’s worth mentioning that the term grapheme-to-phoneme, although widely estab-

lished and therefore used in this thesis, is actually somewhat technically inaccurate
since in linguistics, the term phoneme (shown within slashes, //) refers only to sounds
that, if swapped, change the meaning of a word. For instance, the difference between
the sounds /b/ and /p/ affects the meaning of words like <pat> and <bat>. For our
purposes, however, we also want to differentiate between different sounds in the
Icelandic sound system that are considered allophones, or realisations of the same
phoneme. For instance, swapping the voiced and voiceless dental fricatives [D] and
[T] never affects the meaning of a word in Icelandic, but in this thesis project we
differentiate between them (and use phonetic rather than phonemic transcriptions) as
the correct use of these two sounds is important for the acceptability of synthesised
Icelandic speech.

1.1 Purpose

TTS systems are a fundamental application within the field of language technology.
An accurate TTS system for Icelandic can be of considerable day-to-day use to many
Icelandic speakers, for instance those who are unable to read written text because of
sight impairment or learning disabilities. The aim of this thesis is to help improve the
performance of such a system. More specifically, to improve performance when it
comes to transcribing foreign words.
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Occurrences of foreign words, such as names and other proper nouns, in written
text is a problem for any TTS system. For an Icelandic system, the correct phonetic
transcription of a foreign word often needs to take into account both the spelling of
the word and the appropriate pronunciation in the foreign language.
The most frequent foreign words found in Icelandic text are English words, and

they are as such our primary focus. We therefore investigate both rule-based and
machine learning approaches for g2p transcription specifically for English words. As
this is the only baseline we have to improve on, and to clearly illustrate the need for
this kind of research, we compare the results of our different systems to simply letting
currently available g2p systems for Icelandic handle English words.
In this thesis project, we will attempt to answer the following research questions:

• How effective is building a rule-based g2p system for English words according to
Icelandic phonology? Compared with an existing rule-based model for Icelandic
g2p, can we build our own system specifically for English words that performs
better in that particular task?

• How does a neural model perform compared to a rule-based system? With
a small set of manually corrected gold data from our rule-based system, is it
possible to train a neural g2p model that can out-perform our rule-based system?
Does either approach seem better suited to this task?

• What sort of phonological errors do the two systems make? Which aspects of
this task are the hardest and could be improved on in future work? And do the
two approaches differ greatly in the types of errors they make?

1.2 Collaboration

This thesis project was completed in collaboration with Grammatek, a private com-
pany working on language technology solutions for Icelandic, as part of work on an
Icelandic pronunciation dictionary that can be used to train g2p models for automatic
transcription. The rule-based system described in this thesis has already been made
openly available through Grammatek.
The pronunciation dictionary is part of a five-year national language technology

programme for Icelandic (Nikulásdóttir et al., 2020), supported by a grant from the
Icelandic government, and is as such required to be open-source and accessible. All
tools and data used during this project, e.g. the tool Thrax and frequency lists from
the Icelandic Gigaword Corpus, are publicly available.

1.3 Outline

We approach the problem by first creating a rule-based system for transcribing En-
glish words from spelling, taking into account the rules and constraints of Icelandic
phonology. We then use this rule-based system, along with manual correction of the
output, to create a small training data set we can use to train and test a neural-based
g2p model that can effectively perform transcription of English words in Icelandic
text.

Some relevant previous work in the field of g2p transcription is discussed in chapter
2. Chapter 3 describes the methodology of our thesis project, including the data used.
Chapter 4 introduces some fundamentals of Icelandic phonology that guided our
approach to this task. The building and testing of both our rule-based and neural
systems is described in chapter 5. In chapter 6, we analyse the performance of our
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two models and discuss notable issues in the output. Finally, chapter 7 contains some
conclusions and suggestions for future work.
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2 Background

There exists considerable work in the field of g2p transcription. This chapter will cover
some of the most relevant previous work, starting with early rule-based g2p methods
in section 2.1. In section 2.2, more recent approaches involving data-driven models
are discussed. In section 2.3, we summarise some work on g2p transcription that has
been carried out specifically for Icelandic and conclude in section 2.4, discussing work
on the problem of handling foreign words in text.

2.1 Rule-based g2p

The earliest approaches to converting letter sequences into phoneme sequences were
rule-based and hand-written algorithms. Typically, these would consist of a set of
context-dependent rules to be applied in order, with default rewrite rules applied only
if no previous rules prove applicable (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009).
These linguistically informed rules can then be realised as finite-state transducers

(FSTs), models that map between two sets of symbols, by traversing through a set of
so-called states, and can be used to rewrite input strings into output strings according
to that mapping. An FST can be formally defined as a 7-tuple:

(𝑄, Σ∗,Δ∗, 𝑞0 ∈ 𝑄, 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑄, 𝛿 (𝑞,𝑤), 𝜎 (𝑞,𝑤)) (2.1)

where 𝑄 is a finite set of states, Σ* is the set of all possible input strings from the
alphabet Σ, Δ* the set of all possible output strings over the alphabet Δ, 𝑞0 is the start
state, 𝐹 is the set of final states (a subset of 𝑄), while 𝛿 and 𝜎 represent the transition
function between states and output function, respectively. The two functions take as
input a state 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 and a string 𝑤 ∈ Σ (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009).
Kaplan and Kay (1994) show how these kinds of finite-state transducers are well

suited to implementing phonological context-dependent rewrite rules as formalised
by Chomsky and Halle (1968), namely:

𝐴 → 𝐵/_𝐶 (2.2)

where 𝐴 is a grapheme that is realised as the phoneme 𝐵 in the context defined on
the right, in this case before the grapheme 𝐶. Kaplan and Kay (1994) argue that any
such phonological rule defines a regular relation - a set of pairs of strings which lends
itself to modelling by a FST - if not permitted to apply to its own output (that is, once
the grapheme 𝐴 has been mapped to the phoneme 𝐵 by the rule in 2.2, 𝐵 should not
be considered as input to the same rule again.) In addition, an ordered set of such
rules, each applied to the output of previous rules, also defines a regular relation. A
single FST, then, can be constructed by combining the FSTs that correspond to each
rule.
These rules, it is worth noting, do not have to be hand-written but can be built

automatically from a list of words. Black and Lenzo (2003), for example, present a
general method for extracting such rules using an expectation maximisation algorithm,
which can be fully automatic but produces better results (on English, French and
German) by hand seeding allowable grapheme-phoneme mappings.
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2.2 Data-driven g2p models

In recent years, better performance has been achieved by statistical and neural g2p
models than by rule-based systems, the accuracy of which is typically limited by the
frequency of spelling irregularities in many languages.
The first probabilistic machine-learning formulation of the problem is sometimes

attributed to Lucassen and Mercer (1984), wherein rules are not constructed by hand
but extracted automatically from a set of aligned grapheme-phoneme pairs and then
tested on random words from an office correspondence database. The probabilistic
method aims to predict, using the alignments and frequencies learned during training,
the most probable sequence of phonemes from left to right, given the corresponding
grapheme and the left-hand phonemes already predicted.
This is the basic theory behind today’s data-driven g2p models, which have been

shown to achieve very high accuracy when trained on large datasets1 of aligned entries.
An example of such a dataset is the CMU pronunciation dictionary, which has been
used to train successful joint-sequence n-gram models (Bisani and Ney, 2008), models
that rely on segmented pairs of input and output symbols (possibly of different
lengths) during training. The set of possible pairs can be defined manually or learned
automatically from data, as in this case.
Bisani and Ney (2008) report a word error rate (WER) of 24.53 and a phone

error rate (PER) of 5.882 of a model trained on the CMU dictionary. These scores
were considered the state-of-the-art for English g2p at the time but they have been
surpassed in recent years by neural network models such as e.g. Yao and Zweig (2015),
who train bidirectional LSTM models on the CMU dictionary and achieve a WER
of 23.55. Even more recently, Sun et al. (2019) report a WER of 19.88 on the same
dataset using a Transformer model.
The CMU dictionary contains over 100,000 aligned grapheme-phoneme pairs in

English (more specifically, standard US pronunciation of English) which has been used
to train English-only g2p models. Lee et al. (2020) circumvent the lack of suitable
datasets for most languages by mining the Wiktionary website for pronunciation data.
They extract data for 165 languages and train neural sequence LSTM models for
fifteen of those - including Icelandic - finding that the LSTM mostly outperforms
an n-gram model trained on the same data, e.g. in the case of Korean, where the
LSTM has a WER of 28.8 but the n-gram model 39.7. Interestingly, the WER for
Icelandic is the same for both models, 16.9. This same Wiktionary pronunciation data
is used for one of the shared tasks at the SIGMORPHON 2020 workshop,(Gorman
et al., 2020), where participants were asked to submit multilingual g2p models for a
selection of fifteen different languages, including Icelandic (more on this in section
2.3). The findings of that task also show good performance by a number of different
neural systems while very different error rates across the fifteen languages suggest that
g2p methods are not yet ‘language agnostic.’

2.3 g2p methods for Icelandic

With regards to Icelandic specifically, work in the field of g2p transcription has been
more limited.

1‘Large,’ in this context, typically means at least a few thousand word entries. Gorman et al. (2020),
for example, train their models on 4,500 words and consider it a ‘medium-resource’ setting.

2WER is calculated as the number of incorrectly transcribed words over the total number of words.
PER, a more forgiving measure, is calculated as the number of incorrect phonemes, that need to
be deleted, substituted or inserted, over the total number of phonemes. In both cases, a lower rate
indicates better performance.
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The first Icelandic automatic speech recognition (ASR) system (Rögnvaldsson,
2004) used a pronunciation dictionary of almost fifty thousand words that were
phonetically transcribed by hand, using the phonetic alphabet X-SAMPA.3 It has
since been extended to about 65 thousand entries and IPA transcriptions have also
been added.
Modified and/or extended versions of this pronunciation dictionary have since

been used to train models for various speech technology applications for Icelandic,
including an ASR system for the Icelandic parliament (Helgadóttir et al., 2017) and
a commercial speech recogniser for the Android mobile operating system (Jansche,
2014).
However, in recent years, it has been proposed that a new and improved pro-

nunciation dictionary might be needed to train effective g2p models for Icelandic.
Nikulásdóttir, Helgadóttir, et al. (2018) found that a larger dictionary would be
needed for open vocabulary decoding in a large vocabulary speech recognition system.
Nikulásdóttir, Guðnason, et al. (2018) further identified several errors and inconsis-
tencies in the original dictionary and found that automatically cleaning and correcting
it reduced both the WER and PER of a g2p model trained on the data (apart from a
held-out development and test set), even though the clean dictionary contained about
24 thousand fewer entries. Such findings promoted the start of the creation of a new
Icelandic pronunciation dictionary, of which the output of this project will be a part
(see section 1.2).

Most of the ASR projects for Icelandic mentioned above use the Sequitur g2p toolkit
(which implements joint-sequence models as described in Bisani and Ney (2008)) to
build n-gram g2p models for Icelandic. The previously mentioned SIGMORPHON
2020 shared task produced a number of neural network models, however, that yield
notably good results for Icelandic. The baseline LSTM model provided produced a
WER of 10.00, which was slightly improved on by several of the systems submitted.
The two best-performing entries, a Transformer model by Vesik et al. (2020) and an
LSTM model by Makarov and Clematide (2020), each recorded a WER of 9.11.

This baseline LSTM model provided by the workshop and trained on the Icelandic
Wiktionary data has since been adapted and used by Grammatek for work on the
upcoming pronunciation dictionary and is also the model chosen for this thesis project
(see section 5.2.)

2.4 g2p methods for foreign words

Building a g2p model that can effectively transcribe text in a certain language is one
thing, but the problem of g2p transcription for foreign words or mixed-language
texts (while maintaining accuracy in the native language) is another issue, and an
increasingly relevant one. A TTS system meant for reading Icelandic news text, for
example, will almost certainly have to deal with foreign words such as names of world
leaders, foundations, film titles, etc.
One method to try and handle multilingual input is to map the phonemes of a

foreign word in its native pronunciation to the closest approximation of phonemes
in the target language. Gonzalvo and Podsiadło (2014), for instance, propose a single
neural g2p model that is trained on a native language and a set of foreign languages,
where the phoneme inventories of the foreign languages have been semi-automatically
mapped to corresponding phonemes in the native language beforehand. This allows
for the training of, for instance, an English model meant to handle words in Spanish,

3A mapping of the International Phonetic Alphabet into machine-readable ASCII characters (Wells,
1995).
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German and French, as long as the mapping tables between the languages - represented
as finite-state transducers - have already been built offline.
Patel et al. (2018), meanwhile, aim to automatically learn phoneme mappings

between a native and foreign language from synthesised audio, generated by a TTS
system for the foreign language, rather than a standard dataset. An ASR system with
this method built in shows improvement over a baseline system, but in a very specific
use case (English-language media entities in German and French ASR systems). It
also relies on a TTS system for each foreign language. Both of the phoneme mapping
systems described here are obviously somewhat hampered by the fact that the set
of foreign languages that the system is meant to deal with needs to be specified
beforehand.
An interesting question for multilingual g2p models and TTS systems is to what

extent the system should be expected to accurately mimic the foreign language or
languages it is meant to handle. Campbell (2001) suggests that limiting the system to
the sounds that exist in the native language - effectively giving the system an ‘accent’
when pronouncing foreign words - is a natural and acceptable feature of a multilingual
TTS system. Evaluations by Olaszi et al. (2012) on a German TTS system meant to
handle English inclusions, meanwhile, indicate that applying the prosody of the native
language to short inclusions of foreign text renders acceptable speech.
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3 Methodology

In this chapter, we describe the methodology behind our thesis project. In section 3.1
we present our general approach to the problem and in section 3.2 we discuss the
datasets constructed and used. Finally, in section 3.3 we briefly motivate our choice
of not approaching this particular task through building phoneme mapping tables, a
common approach to multilingual g2p transcription.

3.1 Approach

We approached this problem in the following steps:

• Create a rule-based system for English word g2p transcription. These rules are
hand-written, using open-sourced tools and in collaboration with colleagues at
Grammatek. Such a system already exists for Icelandic and we use that as a
starting point for writing our rules. Details on this step are found in section 5.1.

• Create as much gold data as possible. We collect English words frequently
found in Icelandic text. The words are fed to our rule-based system and the
output manually corrected wherever needed, creating a training and test set of
the words and their phonetic transcriptions, given the rules and constraints of
Icelandic phonology. Manual corrections are performed in collaboration with a
colleague at Grammatek. See section 3.2 for more details on the data used.

• Create a basic neural model for English word g2p transcription. Using the
gold data we manage to produce, we train a neural model for the task of g2p
transcription of English words according to Icelandic phonology. This step is
described in section 5.2.

We consider our rule-based system the main contribution of this thesis, and hope-
fully it can be built on to further improve g2p systems for Icelandic. Given the
primary focused contribution of this thesis, the second and third steps are of only a
secondary focus and are treated as an exploratory component to validate whether
further follow-up research is warranted.

3.2 Data

The data used for this thesis project comes from the largest existing corpus of Icelandic
text, the Icelandic Gigaword Corpus (IGC). The IGC (Steingrímsson et al., 2018)
consists of around 1.6 billion running words from news media, official publications,
etc. Text in the IGC is morphosyntactically tagged and provided with metadata,
allowing for simple extraction of foreign words and their frequencies. When writing
the transcription rules for our rule-based system, a list of the most frequently-found
foreign words in the IGC was used as a reference for deciding on which rules to use
and evaluating their coverage. Another list of frequent foreign words was then used to
create a training and test set.
It is worth noting that the IGC labels words simply as ‘foreign,’ whereas we are

interested in English words specifically. We have tried to manually eliminate words
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Figure 3.1: The frequencies of our 3,632 English words, used as training data for our neural g2p
model, in the Icelandic Gigaword Corpus. The top few words have very high frequencies
(for instance, the most frequent word, <of>, occurs 117,733 times in the IGC) but the
majority occur only a few hundred times (the 1750th most frequent word, <gas>, has a
frequency of 555).

from other languages, but some questions remain as to how that distinction should
be made, as English frequently borrows loanwords from other languages and many
words found in an English dictionary originate from a different language and sound
system. This is an issue in foreign word transcription generally, as it can be difficult to
determine the origin, and thus pronunciation, of a foreign word, especially words that
are borrowed in many languages. We recognise that this may in some cases impact
the performance of our models.
We decided to use the English words with the highest frequency in the IGC as a

reference for writing the rules for our rule-based system. We decided on using words
that occur five hundred or more times, giving us a total of 792 words once we had
eliminated acronyms and words we felt could not be considered English. Once we
felt we had achieved satisfactory coverage with our rule-based system, we put that
set of words aside and moved onto foreign words that occur between five hundred
and one hundred times in the IGC. We also added the one thousand most frequent
proper nouns (labelled separately in the IGC), which have a frequency of between
1,426 and 104,490. This left us with 3,632 English words after eliminating acronyms
and words from other languages (see figure 3.1).
In terms of coverage, the overall number of foreign words found in the IGC is

635,810, which occur a total of 31,425,326 times. This means we could say our 3,632
English words, with a combined frequency of 7,183,728, constitute around 0.57 per
cent of all foreign words in the corpus and have a coverage of about 22.86 per cent.
However, it should be noted that not only are words with the label ‘foreign’ from a
number of other languages than English, but even a cursory look at the words with
this label shows some Icelandic words that have been assigned this label. So these
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statistics should be taken with a grain of salt.
These 3,632 common words were fed to our rule-based system, manually corrected

where needed, and make up our training and test data for our neural g2p model. Due
to the small size, an 8-fold cross validation was performed with files of 454 words
each, each time using different files as development and test sets and the remaining
six as training data.
A second 8-fold experiment was then performed, this time however training with

the same data, but the stress markers ["] and length markers [:] were removed from
the test data. These markers were not included as possible output symbols in our
rule-based system but in collaboration with colleagues at Grammatek, we decided
on how best to include them during the manual correction stage. Removing them
from the training and test data, even though they would ideally be included in g2p
transcription of English, is therefore the only way of allowing for direct comparison of
the output produced by our neural model with the output produced by our rule-based
system.

For our phonetic transcriptions, we use only sounds from the Icelandic sound system
in the X-SAMPA notation, according to the guidelines of Rögnvaldsson (2020).

3.3 Exploring phoneme mapping

As discussed in section 2.4, building phoneme mapping tables between languages that
a model is meant to handle is one way of dealing with multilingual g2p input. This
method was considered in the early stages of this thesis project but abandoned, for
reasons given in the rest of this section, in favour of building a separate rule-based
system and neural model for Icelandic pronunciation of English.
Table 3.1 shows the one-to-one mapping that was built between the ARPAbet

phoneme set used by the CMU dictionary (see section 2.2) and the closest corre-
sponding Icelandic phoneme, represented in the X-SAMPA format.
Some early experiments with converting entries in the CMU dictionary into X-

SAMPA format with this mapping revealed limitations to this method. Mapping
between vowels, in particular, often resulted in implausible transcriptions for Icelandic
and showed the extent to which orthography plays a part in Icelandic pronunciation
of English words.

As an example, the vowel symbols [AH] (as in <hut>) and [ER] (as in <hurt>) used
in the CMU dictionary were both clearly deemed to be closest to the Icelandic vowel
[9].1 But there are several entries in the CMU dictionary where these two symbols
are used to represent sounds that an Icelander would pronounce very differently. The
word <government> is transcribed using only these two vowels, [G AH V ER N M
AH N T], which means our X-SAMPA transcription for Icelandic would use only one
vowel, [k 9 v 9 r n m 9 n t]. This is far from the correct Icelandic pronunciation of the
word, which would draw from the written vowels (and a devoicing of the final [n] is
also needed) as [k O v E r n m E n_0 t] or at the very least [k O v 9 r n m E n_0 t].2

Similar difficulties were frequently posed by the vowel symbols [AA] and [AO]
in particular, both of which we would ideally want to be able to map to either
an Icelandic [a] or [O], depending on context. Seeing as how orthography also
needed to be considered in any phoneme mapping system we would try to build, and
how Icelandic phonological constraints as discussed in chapter 4 would need to be
implemented anyway, the route of attempting g2p transcription directly from written
English words was pursued.

1[œ] in IPA notation.
2The word <government>, as it happens, is very easy for a rule-based system such as ours to handle.
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Consonants Vowels
ARPAbet SAMPA ARPAbet SAMPA

B p AA O
CH t j AE a
D t AH 9
DH D AO O
F f AW au
G k AY ai
HH h EH E
JH t j ER 9 r
K k_h EY ei
L l IH I
M m IY i
N n OW ou
NG N OY Oi
P p_h UH u
R r UW u
S s
SH s j
T t
TH T
V v
W v
Y j
Z s
ZH s j

Table 3.1: A proposed mapping between ARPAbet phonemes, used in the CMU pronunciation
dictionary, and phonemes of the Icelandic sound system.
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4 Icelandic phonology

In this chapter, we cover some fundamentals of Icelandic phonology that guided the
writing of our rules.

4.1 Introduction

The Icelandic sound system contains 28 vowels and 30 consonants, shown in table 4.1
according to both IPA and X-SAMPA notation (the X-SAMPA symbols will be used
in all further discussion in this thesis, just as they are used as output symbols for both
our rule-based and neural systems). These 58 sounds can further be split into eight
plosives (the unaspirated [p t c k] and the aspirated [p_h t_h c_h k_h]), ten fricatives
(the voiced [v D j G] and the voiceless [f T s C x h]), eight nasals (the voiced [m n
J N] and the voiceless [m_0 n_0 J_0 N_0]), four liquids (the voiced and voiceless
laterals [l l_0] and the voiced and voiceless trills [r r_0]), eight monophthongs ([i I E
a Y 9 u O], all of which can be either short or long) and seven diphthongs; ([au ou ei
ai 9i], which can be either short or long, and [Yi Oi], which can only be short).

Icelandic has a fairly ‘shallow’ orthography, as defined by e.g. Sproat (2002), mean-
ing the process of deriving pronunciation from written text is mostly straightforward.
Even when the correspondence between graphemes and phonemes is not one-to-one
(the letter <g>, for instance, can represent as many as six sounds in Icelandic: [k c G j
x] or have no vocalization), the correct pronunciation can almost always be derived
from the surrounding context and a set of rules. The orthography of English, by
contrast, is often described as ‘deep’ (Sproat, 2002), meaning it can be very difficult
to deduce the pronunciation of a word from spelling alone.
In constructing the rule-based system for transcribing English, most rules and

constraints of Icelandic phonology are kept with the assumption that they generally
hold for foreign words. As discussed in section 2.4, it has been argued that synthesising
foreign words according to the accent of the native language is a natural and acceptable
feature of a TTS system, and thus the following Icelandic phenomena have been
retained in the set of rules for pronouncing English.

4.2 Voiceless sonorants

The Icelandic sound system contains both voiced and voiceless variants of the sonorant
consonants [l m n r N J]. The orthographic distribution of these phonemes is fairly
regular and therefore lends itself well to finite-state modelling. The nasals [m n] and
the liquids [l r] are voiceless ([m_0 n_0 l_0 r_0]) when they occur before written
<p>, <t> or <k>. 1 [r_0], furthermore, also occurs before <s>.

These voiceless sonorants are rare in other languages and a notable feature of an
Icelandic accent (Hafsteinsdóttir, 2019). It therefore makes sense to include them in
the rules, resulting in usage in some common English words, as seen in table 4.2.
The two remaining nasals, [N J], are a trickier case when it comes to transcribing

English words. In Icelandic, these sounds - and their voiceless variants - occur in

1In standard Icelandic pronunciation, that is. In northern and north-eastern Iceland it is common to use
the voiced variant in almost all of these possible combinations.
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Consonants Vowels
IPA SAMPA IPA SAMPA

Plosives Monophthongs
p p I I
ph p_h I: I:
t t i i
th t_h i: i:
c c E E
ch c_h E: E:
k k a a
kh k_h a: a:

Fricatives Y Y
v v Y: Y:
f f œ 9
D D œ: 9:
T T u u
s s u: u:
j j O O
ç C O: O:
G G Diphthongs
x x au au
h h au: au:

Nasals ou ou
m m ou: ou:
m
˚

m_0 ei ei
n n ei: ei:
n
˚

n_0 ai ai
ñ J ai: ai:
ñ
˚

J_0 œi 9i
N N œi: 9i:
N
˚

N_0 Yi Yi
Liquids Oi Oi

l l
l
˚

l_0
r r
r
˚

r_0

Table 4.1: An overview of the Icelandic sound system.
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amp [a m_0 p]
international [I n_0 t E r n a s j O n a l]

celtics [s E l_0 t I k s]
walk [v O l_0 k]
help [h E l_0 p]
sports [s p O r_0 t s]
park [p_h a r_0 k]

university [j u n I v E r_0 s I t i]

Table 4.2: Some instances of the voiceless sonorants described in section 4.2 correctly applied to
words in our dataset.

young [j 9 N]
things [T i N s]
think [T i N_0 k]

thinking [T i J_0 c i N]

Table 4.3: Some instances of the nasal sounds described in section 4.2 correctly applied to words
in our dataset.

the combination <ng> or <nk>, in a very regular distribution. The palatal nasal [J]
occurs before the palatal plosive [c] and the velar nasal [N] occurs before the velar
plosive [k]. If the plosive in question is aspirated, the nasal is voiceless. [c] and [k],
furthermore, appear in a near-complementary distribution, the former before front
vowels and the latter before back vowels and in back position.

As an example, the Icelandic word <syngi> (‘sing’, 1. person, subjunctive) would be
pronounced [s i J c I], because the final vowel is a front vowel and the palatal plosive
is unaspirated. In English, however, it does not follow that an Icelandic speaker would
pronounce the word <singing> as [s i J c i N k]. This is because in English, depending
on the dialect, <ng> is typically pronounced simply as [N] in most words, with no
plosive sound, while <nk> however, typically represents a nasal and a plosive sound.
The voiced palatal nasal [J] was omitted entirely and instead the pronunciation of

<ng> as [N] was assumed in nearly every case.2 Both voiceless variants, [N_0] and
[J_0], were included as possible output symbols and they follow the same palatal/velar
distribution as in Icelandic. Some examples of output from the rule-based system can
be seen in table 4.3.

4.3 Aspiration

Another notable feature of the Icelandic sound system, and an Icelandic accent
in other languages, is preaspiration before certain consonant clusters, represented
phonetically with [h]. Preaspiration occurs before the graphemes <pp>, <tt>, <kk>
or any combination of <p t k> and <l m n>, but never in front position. There are
no exceptions to this rule in Icelandic, which makes it very easy to implement in a
rule-based system, and it usually holds for Icelandic pronunciation of English words
(Sigurjónsdóttir, 1988), some examples of which are shown in table 4.4.

Icelandic also distinguishes between aspirated and unaspirated plosives. In standard
Icelandic pronunciation, the aspirated variants [p_h t_h k_h c_h] only occur in front

2The only exceptions to this in my set of rules are cases where <ng> is approximated as [n t s j], see
further discussion in 4.4.
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knicks [n I h k s]
witness [v I h t n E s]

opposition [O h p O s I s j O n]

Table 4.4: Some instances of preaspiration as described in section 4.3 correctly applied to words in
our dataset.

jazz [t j a s]
children [t s j I l t r E n]
french [f r E n t s]
rangers [r ei n t s j E r_0 s]

Table 4.5: Some instances of preaspiration as described in section 4.4 correctly applied to words in
our dataset.

position for written <p t k>. Elsewhere, the unaspirated variants [p t k c] are used.3

This distribution is kept in the rule set, although it is debatable whether this always
holds for Icelandic pronunciation of words in English or not. It certainly causes a
problem for compound words (also a significant problem for Icelandic g2p), like
<newspaper>, and words where the primary stress is not on the first syllable, like
<protect>. In both cases, the system would ideally use the aspirated plosives, [p_h]
and [t_h] respectively, but that is simply too complicated to implement within the
current system of rules.

4.4 Affricates

The English sound system possesses two post-alveolar affricates that are not typically
considered a part of the Icelandic sound system; the voiced [dZ], as in <john>, and
the voiceless [tS], as in <chat>. 4 The matter is not entirely clear-cut - studies have
indicated that Icelanders use these sounds to some degree in their own language
(Karlsson, 2007), typically for the consonant cluster <tj>, and that Icelandic children
exposed to English input can pronounce these sounds accurately in English words
(Magnússon, 2019). It is not immediately clear how they should be approximated
using Icelandic X-SAMPA symbols, however.
In our rule-based system, we approximate [tS] as [ts]/[tsj] and implement the

rules:

< 𝑐ℎ > /< 𝑡𝑐ℎ >→ [𝑡𝑠 𝑗]/_𝑉 (4.1)

< 𝑐ℎ > /< 𝑡𝑐ℎ >→ [𝑡𝑠]/_(𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) (4.2)

and assume that <ch> is pronounced [k]/[k_h] elsewhere (and in a few hard-coded
common exceptions to rule 4.1, e.g. <school>, <chemistry>). For the voiced variant
[dZ], <j> is rewritten by default as [t j] and the same goes for <g> in a few hard-coded
words like <giant>, but we approximate the same sound in English as [t s j] in words
like <changing> or <messenger> with the following rules:

3Again, the exception are speakers in northern and north-eastern Iceland, who are likely to use the
aspirated variants for written <p t k> in non-initial position.

4[
>
Ã] and [

>
Ù], respectively, in IPA notation.
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< 𝑎𝑛𝑔 >→ [𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑗]/_ < 𝑒 > /< 𝑖 > (4.3)

< 𝑒𝑛𝑔 >→ [𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑗]/_ < 𝑒 > /< 𝑖 > (4.4)

These decisions are taken somewhat arbitrarily based on intuition and different
rules or approximations could be argued for. However, overall the examples shown in
table 4.5 probably constitute acceptable pronunciation by an Icelandic speaker.

4.5 Other various features

As mentioned in section 4.2, the palatal plosives [c] and [c_h] occur before front
vowels in Icelandic, whereas the velar plosives [k] and [k_h] occur before back vowels.
This distribution is kept in our rules,5 even though it is a little problematic. [c]/[c_h]
should be kept before front vowels in initial position, in words like <given> and <get>,
but probably replaced by [k]/[k_h] in non-stressed syllables in words like <broken>
and <taken>.
There are some examples of phonological constraints in Icelandic that never carry

over when speaking English and were therefore not included in the rules. An example
would be the insertion of [t] into <rn> or <rl> clusters. There is a marked difference
between the standard pronunciation of <börn> (‘children’) in Icelandic and <burn>
with an Icelandic accent; [p 9 r t n_0] and [p 9 r n], respectively.

Apart from the previously discussed [J] (see section 4.2), a few other Icelandic
phonemes were left out completely as possible output symbols in our system. The
voiced velar fricative [G], for example, does not exist in the English sound system and
most likely never occurs in Icelandic pronunciation of English. Similarly, the voiceless
palatal fricative [C] only exists in British and Australian accents of English (as the first
sound in <huge>) and was not deemed necessary in the current rule set.

4.6 Length and stress

All in all, vowel length may be the most difficult feature to model for this task.
Whereas for Icelandic, the orthographic distribution between long and short vowels is
very systematic - long vowels occur before a single consonant and short vowels before
consonant clusters, with very few exceptions - the distribution in English is a lot more
varied and long vowels can occur in many different environments.

It is worth noting here the difference between the long variants of vowels in the
Icelandic sound system ([a:] as opposed to [a], for instance) and the vowel sounds [ei
i ai ou ju] that exist in English and are often colloquially known as ‘long vowels.’ The
latter are briefly discussed in section 6.1 and referred to as ‘long vowel sounds.’
Assigning stress to syllables is similarly a considerably simpler task for Icelandic

than for English. In Icelandic, the primary stress is always on the first syllable and only
long compound words pose a real problem for g2p models. Therefore, despite the
fact that an ideal g2p model would be able to assign both length markers to vowels
and stress markers to the appropriate syllable, these two issues were left out of the
rule-based system. Length and stress was, however, assigned during the process of
manually correcting the gold data and included in the training data for our LSTM
model (see section 6.3 for analysis on how the model performed in this task.)

5With the exception of the diphthong [ai], which is in this case is grouped with the front vowels
in Icelandic but with the back vowels in our system. Words like <guide> or <kind> are clearly
pronounced with a velar plosive, even with a strong Icelandic accent.
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5 System Implementations

This chapter covers the implementation of our two types of g2p systems. Firstly, in
section 5.1, we describe our rule-based system developed based on the Icelandic
phonology rules covered in chapter 4. We then describe our neural g2p model trained
on our gold transcribed data in section 5.2 and provide results for both systems in
section 5.3.

5.1 Rule-based system

The rule-based system was implemented using the open-source tool Thrax, (Roark
et al., 2012) which allows for compiling grammars into finite-state transducers. The
grammar itself (heavily based on Grammatek’s previous methods for Icelandic g2p
transcription 1) consists of a set of rules intended to catch common scenarios where
English graphemes are represented in a certain way by Icelandic phonemes. Default
g2p rules are left until the end and are simple majority rules for transcribing single
letters and dipthongs. 2

More specifically, these rules are fed into the built-in function CDRewrite, which
generates an FST that performs a rewrite everywhere in a given grapheme context. As
an example, the rule:

< 𝑎 >→ [𝑒𝑖]/_𝐶 < 𝑒 > (5.1)

stating that the grapheme <a> should be rewritten as the phoneme [ei] before a
single consonant and then the grapheme <e> (in words like <stated> or <faces>) can
be written using the CDRewrite function like so:

CDRewrite[("+a".utf8 : " ei".utf8), "", common.plus_or_space
common.consonant "+e".utf8, sigma_star];

The arguments to the function CDRewrite are, from left to right, the intended
grapheme-to-phoneme rewrite, the left-hand context where the rewrite should occur
(in this case left blank, meaning ‘any context’), the right-hand context (in this case
a single consonant, either from the set of possible input symbols or set of possible
output symbols, and then the input symbol <e>), as well as the unweighted acceptor
sigma_star, which here is a minimized machine that refers to any possible input or
output symbol.
As shown in table 5.1, this formulation of the rule means that the rewrite can

sometimes occur in contexts where it should not, meaning the coverage of correct
rewrites often had to be weighed against the coverage of the incorrect.
Our completed rule-based system is a pair of grammar files in the Thrax format

that can be compiled into finite-state transducers. The files have been released by
Grammatek and are accessible online.3

1http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.12537/83.
2A few very common words with idiosyncratic pronunciation, mostly function words, have also
been hard-coded in our rules. Future unseen words, we assume, are likelier to follow common
pronunciation rules.

3https://github.com/grammatek/g2p-thrax/blob/master/g2p-foreign.grm
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Succesful rewrites
spade [s p ei t]
state [s t ei t]
name [n ei m]

airwaves [E r v ei v s]
games [k ei m s]

Inappropriate rewrites
palace [p_h a l ei s]

management [m a n ei k E m E n_0 t]
travel [t_h r ei v E l]

Table 5.1: Some instances of rule 5.1 being applied to words in our dataset.

Input
(Icelandic text)

Foreign word
recognition
(‘airways’)

Rule based
system

(’+ai+r+w+ay+s’)

’ E r+w+ay+s’’ E r+w ei+s’’ E r v ei+s’’ E r v ei s’

Phonemic output
[E r v ei s]

Speech syn-
thesizer

(Waveform)

Output
(Speech)

Figure 5.1: The workflow of the rule-based g2p model, within the context of a hypothetical
text-to-speech system.

Our grammar contains 67 uses of the CDRewrite function, which altogether cover
212 possible grapheme-to-phoneme rewrites. That includes 54 default rewrites in-
tended for cases where a grapheme or digraph (two graphemes that map to one sound,
e.g. <ph> in English) has not been transcribed according to any previous rule.
The rules can generally be grouped together in three steps. The first is a small pre-

processing step. As seen in figure 5.1, graphemes of an input word are first seperated
by a plus symbol to distinguish input symbols from output symbols, as some overlap.
Diphthongs are joined together, as in the case of <ai> and <ay> in our example,
<airways>.

In the second step, relevant context-dependent rewrite rules are then applied, in
order. In our example, the rule stating that:

< 𝑎𝑖 >→ [𝐸]/_ < 𝑟 > (5.2)

comes first. In the third step, when all context-dependent rewrites have been
performed, some final actions are performed. Here <w> defaults to [v], having not
been rewritten according to some other rule (for instance as [h] in <who>). There
is no rule specifically for rewriting <s>, we simply remove the plus symbol as [s]
happens to be the right output symbol anyway. At the end of the final step, we have
the final output [E r v ei s].

As discussed in section 3.2, the 792 most frequent English words found in the IGC
(those words that occur five hundred times or more) were used to write the rules. At
the time of completion, our system had reached an accuracy of 70.08 per cent on that
set of words. In terms of word frequency in the IGC, the correct words appeared a
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Input
(Icelandic text)

Foreign word
recognition
(’airways’)

LSTM input
A I R W A Y S

Bidirectional LSTM encoder

Unidirectional LSTM decoder

Speech syn-
thesizer

(Waveform)

LSTM output
E R V EI S

Output
(Speech)

Figure 5.2: The workflow of the neural g2p model, within the context of a hypothetical text-to-
speech system.

total of 1,852,643 times whereas the incorrect words appear a total of 315,335 times,
meaning a coverage of 85.45 per cent by our system.

5.2 Neural-based system

As mentioned in section 2.3, the chosen neural model is the baseline implementation
provided by the SIGMORPHON 2020 workshop (Gorman et al., 2020). The motiva-
tion for using this particular model is as follows: It yielded good results for Icelandic
(admittedly for a different task) and is packaged within a Conda environment, making
it simpler to reproduce for training and evaluation. It has also already been adapted
and used by Grammatek for straight-forward g2p transcription for Icelandic.4

The model is a sequence-to-sequence neural model with a single bidirectional long
short-term memory (LSTM) layer encoder and another unidirectional LSTM layer
decoder (as shown in figure 5.2). The encoder maps the input sequence of graphemes
to a vector in some dimension and the decoder acts as a language model, outputting
phonemes according to the most probable sequence of phonemes and the sequence of
phonemes already predicted. The encoder represents the input sequence in a so-called
hidden layer (not depicted in the figure), which is then used to initialise the decoder.
LSTM models have been used for neural g2p transcription as they have shown

better performance than standard recurrent neural networks (RNNs) in a variety of
language-based tasks (Yao and Zweig, 2015). The LSTM neural network architecture
includes units that allow for learning longer-term dependencies compared to RNNs,
which overwrite their own content at each time step (see e.g. overview in Chung et al.
(2014)). The term bidirectional means that the encoder reads the input sequence in
both directions, left-to-right and right-to-left, in order to estimate the most probable
output sequence. For our <airways> example, one LSTM processes the sequence ‘A I
R W A Y S’ and the other processes the reversed sequence ‘S Y A W R I A’ at the
same time, providing additional context when it comes to predicting each output
phoneme.

4http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.12537/84
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Optimiser No. of updates Save interval Seed
Adam 2.000 5 1917

Embedding layer Hidden layer Batch size Dropout
128 dim. 512 dim. 512 .1

Table 5.2: Hyperparameters used for training the LSTM model.

Due to the limited scope of this thesis project, the number of possible hyperpa-
rameter settings has been reduced in order to cut down on training time in addition
to only using the smaller size provided for both encoder and decoder module - a
128-dimension embedding layer and 512-unit hidden layer (see table 5.2).

As described in section 3.2, our dataset for this model consists of 3,632 words for
training and validation. In the SIGMORPHON task, by comparison, models were
trained on 4,500 words with good results (see sections 2.2 and 2.3).

5.3 Results

The results for the 8-folds for the LSTM model, the LSTM model trained without the
length and stress markers and for the rule-based system, both in terms of WER and
PER, are shown in table 5.3. We also show the results of simply using Grammatek’s
previously available g2p systems for Icelandic on this same test data, to illustrate the
need for foreign word transcription methods and to show the improvement achieved
by our systems. Note that this comparison arguably reflects harshly on the Icelandic
systems, as we have made no adjustments to them, e.g. to the rule-based system to
account for letters that exist in the English alphabet but not the Icelandic (<c q w z>).
The output of the Icelandic LSTM model, meanwhile, is compared with gold English
word data that includes primary stress markers and vowel length markers outside
of the first syllable, something the model has not been exposed to at training time.
Although some minor modifications to either model would presumably improve the
scores somewhat, our reasoning for the chosen setup is that this gives an accurate idea
of how the current available g2p systems for Icelandic would struggle with English
words.

The WER and PER scores clearly show that our neural models outperform our
rule-based system in this task. For the most part, the rule-based system has a higher
WER than the LSTM, even when we disregard the issue of length and stress markers
completely for the rule-based system. When compared with latter round of LSTM
models, where we also leave out the markers, the scores of the rule-based system
are even further off by comparison. On the other hand, it’s worth remembering
that the rule-based system is far less computationally complex and takes up far less
memory and storage than the LSTM model. This means that, despite lower scores,
the rule-based system might be a more viable option in some use cases, for instance in
TTS systems meant to run on smart phones.

Our rule-based system records an average WER of 46.64 and an average PER of
12.77. Our LSTM model averages a WER of 45.18 and a PER of 13.11 when training
on the gold data with stress and length markers included. Interestingly, the rule-based
system has a higher WER on average than both of our LSTM models, but a lower PER
than the one including the markers. This is likely because of the difficulty of assigning
the stress and length, as they can appear in almost any phoneme context and are often
incorrectly applied in the output.

Comparison between our systems and the systems meant to handle straightforward
g2p transcription of Icelandic indicate considerable improvement at this early stage.
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LSTM g2p models
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Mean

WER(1) 44.71 43.61 46.26 45.59 44.27 47.14 45.81 44.05 45.18
PER(1) 13.47 13.40 13.02 12.64 12.73 13.50 13.14 12.94 13.11
WER(2) 34.80 35.24 31.5 32.16 34.14 35.46 35.68 40.75 34.97
PER(2) 9.79 9.20 8.51 9.27 8.79 10.22 9.46 11.62 9.61
WER(3) 88.55 88.99 87.67 86.56 90.31 89.43 88.99 90.53 88.88
PER(3) 40.87 41.78 40.05 40.31 42.70 38.74 41.50 42.45 41.05

Rule-based g2p systems
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Mean

WER(1) 45.15 46.48 51.10 42.07 46.48 43.61 46.48 51.76 46.64
PER(1) 12.49 12.67 14.26 11.72 12.13 12.00 12.31 14.56 12.77
WER(2) 90.90 91.63 90.31 89.21 90.97 91.41 92.07 92.29 91.11
PER(2) 41.15 41.58 41.26 40.73 42.38 39.86 41.31 41.97 41.28

Table 5.3: WER and PER scores of systems applied to the same eight test sets of English words. Top
table shows WER and PER scores for our LSTM g2p models, trained with (1) and without
(2) markers indicating length and stress, compared with simply using an available LSTM
g2p model trained on Icelandic data (3). Bottom table shows scores of our rule-based
system (1), compared with the existing rule-based system for Icelandic g2p (2).

The scores produced by our Icelandic systems also clearly show the great difficulty they
have in trying to handle English words - the LSTMmodel trained on Icelandic data has
an average WER of 88.88 and the rule-based system for Icelandic an average WER of
91.11, meaning the vast majority of words are incorrectly transcribed to some degree.
Overall, the scores of our new systems are fairly promising, especially considering the
relatively small amount of training data and no hyperparameter tuning in the case of
the neural models. Tuning these parameters further and allowing for longer training
time would likely improve performance somewhat but such an optimisation process
is not within the scope of this thesis project.
The WER is not close to the state-of-the-art for either Icelandic (as mentioned in

section 2.3, a number of submissions in the SIGMORPHON 2020 workshop recorded
WER of below 10.00) or English, which is a more orthographically challenging
language than Icelandic but has still recorded state-of-the-art WER of about 20.00.
But seeing as how foreign word transcription of English words in Icelandic is a different
task, and arguably harder, as good a performance by these models is hardly to be
expected at this stage. Compared to our existing Icelandic g2p models, both the
rule-based and neural models can already be expected to improve the output of a
TTS system.
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6 System Output Analysis

For some further analysis, outputs from all three systems - two LSTM models and our
rule-based system - produced in the first round of experiments were compared. As
the results were very consistent across all eight folds, the first fold was chosen since it
yielded scores closest to the mean in most cases. The issues we discuss in section 6.1
have to do with English spelling and the issues in section 6.2 with Icelandic phonology.
In section 6.3, we discuss how our LSTM model modelled length and stress and other
various issues are discussed in section 6.4.

6.1 Handling English orthography challenges

Errors, in all three systems, mostly stem from wrong transcription of vowels rather
than consonants. It is often difficult to write rules to accurately capture cases where
the graphemes <a e i o u> should be pronounced as the ‘long’ vowel sounds [ei i ai
ou ju] respectively in English. Cases where the grapheme <o> should be transcribed
as [ou] are especially difficult and therefore the rule-based system often fails to
capture such rewrites in words where the two LSTM models succeed (examples
include <photographs>, <global> and <programme>). We had difficulty in successfully
composing an accurately formulated rule such as:

𝑉 → [+𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔]/_𝐶 < 𝑖 > (6.1)

to capture cases of a long vowel sound before a single consonant and then the
letter <i> which happens frequently in English but not nearly always (consider, for
example, words like <capital> or <journalist>). The lengthening of a vowel sound
before a single consonant and the letter <e>, meanwhile, is much more common and
successfully implemented in the rules. The two LSTM models, therefore, correctly
transcribe long vowel sounds in words like <trading>, <arabian> and <writing>, where
the rule system predictably fails. On the other hand, there are some examples like
<grapevine>, where the rule-based system correctly transcribes both <a> as [ei] and
<i> as [ai] but the LSTM models incorrectly transcribe both sounds, see table 6.1.

Another notably frequent error in the rule-based system concerns the phoneme [9],
and the different graphemes that can represent it. The current set of rules contains no
rules that rewrite the letter <i> as [9] and only rewrites <u> as [9] before <n>, as in
<sun> or <under>. As a result, the [9] sound in <sir>, <firm>, <such>, <conducted>
and more words is missing in the output of that system. Both LSTM models, on the
other hand, correctly transcribe that sound in all of the above examples.
The flexibility of the two models is also an advantage when it comes to vowel

digraphs. <ie>, for instance, is always transcribed as [i] by the rule-based system
(except when followed by <w>, as in <view>) as that proved to be the most common
correct pronunciation in the data used for development. That means, however, that
the rule-based system is restricted to that ‘best guess,’ whereas the models are able to
correctly ‘guess’ the pronunciation as [ai] in <lie> and <applied>.
Although consonants generally proved easier, an exception is the <ch> cluster,

which the neural systems have trouble estimating when should be pronounced as the
affricate sounds [tsj] or [ts] (see section 4.4) and when as the plosive [k]/[k_h]. The
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+ markers
Word Gold-standard LSTM

programme [p_h r ou k r a m] [p_h r ou k r a m m]
arabian [a "" r ei: p i j a n] [a "" r ei: p i j a n]
writing [r ai: t i N] [r ai: t i N]

grapevine [k r ei: p v ai n] [k r a p E v i n]

- markers
Word Gold-standard LSTM Rule-based system

programme [p_h r ou k r a m] [p_h r ou k r a m m] [p_h r O k r a m]
arabian [a r ei p i j a n] [a r ei p i j a n] [a r a p i a n]
writing [r ai t i N] [r ai t i N] [r I t i N]

grapevine [k r ei p v ai n] [k r a p E v I n] [k r ei p E v ai n]

Table 6.1: Some examples from test data where the g2p systems handle vowels differently.

+ markers
Word Gold-standard LSTM

achievement [a "" t s j i: v m E n_0 t] [a k "" I i: v m E n_0 t]
snapchat [s t n a p t j a h t] [s n n p_h s j a t]
chevrolet [s j E v r O l E t] [t s j E v r O l E t]

- markers
Word Gold-standard LSTM

achievement [a t s j i v m E n_0 t] [a k s i v m E n_0 t]
snapchat [s t n a p t s j a h t] [s n a p s j a t]
chevrolet [s j E v r O l E t] [t s j E v r O l E t]

Word Gold-standard Rule-based system
achievement [a t s j i v m E n_0 t] [a t s j i v E m E n_0 t]
snapchat [s t n a p t s j a h t] [s t n a p t s j a t]
chevrolet [s j E v r O l E t] [t s j E v r O l E t]

Table 6.2: Some examples from test data where the g2p systems handle ’ch’ differently.

rule-based system, for the most part, handles these cases better as the pronunciation
of <ch> can be fairly accurately modeled with the rules we used. This is the reason
the rule-based system assigns the correct pronunciation to <ch>, and the neural
models do not, in words like <achievement> and <chemical>. Some words that are
originally derived from French, such as <chef> and <chevrolet>, where <ch> should
be transcribed as something like [s j], are assigned the affricate [tsj] by all systems, see
table 6.2.

6.2 Handling Icelandic phonology challenges

The LSTM models, especially when trained with length and stress markers, are still
susceptible to typical neural model errors, where phonemes are erroneously repeated
or dropped (<circumstances> becomes [s 9 r k a n s E s] and <bringing> becomes [p
r i N]). Theoretically, an advantage of the rule-based system is that output can be
restricted to only a set of possible output symbols or sequences of symbols. However,
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+ markers
Word Gold-standard LSTM
aaron [a: r O n] [a r O n]
snow [s t n ou:] [s n ou:]
applied [a "" p_h l ai: t] [a "" p_h l ai: t]
ranking [r ei J_0 c i N]* [r a N_0 k i N]

- markers
Word Gold-standard LSTM Rule-based system
aaron [a r O n] [a r O n] [a a r O n]
snow [s t n ou] [s n n ou] [s t n ou]
applied [a p_h l ai t] [a p_h l ai t] [a h p l i t]
ranking [r ei J_0 c i N]* [r a N_0 k i N] [r a J_0 c i N]

Table 6.3: Some examples from test data where the g2p systems handle Icelandic phonology rules
differently. (* Is fed to the model as [r ei «unk» c i N] after pre-processing.)

examples of double vowels that should be reduced to one, like in [a a r O n] <aaron>
and [s i i N] <seeing> and consonant clusters like in [t h a p I] <dhabi> and [r h I D
m] <rhythm>, show that more refined code is needed to guarantee that all output is
allowable according to Icelandic phonology.
The rule-based system should also be consistent when it comes to applying the

rules of Icelandic phonology, as discussed in chapter 4. However, some errors in the
rule-based system’s output that ‘should not’ occur include [a l k a n] <alcan>, [p_h I x
t u r s] <pictures> and [s I r k u m s t a n s E s ] <circumstances>, where the sonorants
[l] and [r] should be voiceless in each case. Here, the order of the rules in the system
means that some rules that are found in our system and should be applied, are not.
In other cases, however, the rule-based system successfully implements phonological
rules that the neural models fail to ‘learn,’ for instance adding [t] into <sn> clusters in
words like <snapchat> and <snow>.

It can also happen that the rule-based system erroneously applies Icelandic phono-
logical constraints, though there are not many examples of that in the test output.
One is the word <applied> - here the model assigns pre-aspiration before the <pl>
cluster, as is always the case in Icelandic and discussed in section 4.3. However, in
Icelandic the primary stress is always on the first syllable, which is not the case here.
The stress being on the latter syllable means that the plosive [p] is aspirated, [p_h],
and pre-aspiration never occurs in such an environment in Icelandic. This is a fairly
rare case of this rule being incorrectly applied - it would, for instance, be correct in
the case of <application>.
Another interesting example is the word <ranking>. As explained in section 4.2,

<nk> in this environment would be pronounced with a voiceless palatal nasal [J_0]
and a palatal plosive [c], and that is how it is transcribed in the gold training data.
This particular sound environment occurs rarely in English, however, and during
pre-processing, the LSTM model replaces [J_0] with an <<unk>> (‘unknown’) symbol,
seemingly because it is the only such occurrence of this symbol in the data. This leads
to both LSTM models outputting a voiceless velar nasal [N_0] instead (which would
be correct in <rank>, but not in a front-vowel environment like <ranking>) as they
have not been exposed to the correct symbol. The rule-based system, predictably, gets
this right, see table 6.3.
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+ markers
Word Gold-standard LSTM

concept [k_h O n s E p t] [k_h O n "" s E p t]
concert [k_h O n s E r_0 t] [k_h O n "" s 9 r_0 t]
quality [k_h v a l I t i] [k_h v "" l I t i]
almost [O l m ou s t] [a "" m O s t]

automotive [O: t ou m ou t I v] [O: "" t_h O m O t I v]
private [p_h r ai v I t] [p_h r I "" v ei t]

Table 6.4: Examples from test data where primary stress markers are incorrectly assigned.

6.3 Length and stress

Modelling length (labelled with [:] after a vowel in the gold data) and primary stress
(labelled with [""] before the syllable in question), outside of the first syllable, proved
challenging for the LSTM model.
The gold standard transcription in the test set contained 74 words where the

primary stress was assigned specifically to a syllable other than the first one. Of those,
35 were not assigned stress by the LSTM model trained with those markers included.
Furthermore, six words that were assigned stress markers by the system, should not
have been, as the primary stress is on the first syllable in each case and those words do
not need to be marked specifically.
The first two cases of incorrectly assigned stress, as shown in table 6.4, can be

explained by the training data containing many words that start with <con> and are
followed by a primary stress marker (<concern>, <consider>, <connect>, etc.). It is
therefore understandable that the model would assign the stress marker to these two
words given the spelling and it would be the correct choice in several cases. Indeed,
the word <conducted> is also treated the same way in the test set and there, the
model is correct (except in that it places the marker before the phoneme [n]).
The word <almost> probably has a similar explanation, as the model was exposed

to several words in the training set that begin with <al> and are followed by a stress
syllable. Examples of this include <alive>, <allow> and <along>, (and note that in all
cases, the <a> is also pronounced [a] and not [O], which also probably explains why
the model makes that error as well). It is interesting that the <l> is dropped completely
in the model output, as no examples were identified of similar transcription in the
training data. This may have to do with the fact that no word in the training set begins
with <alm>.

The three remaining mistakes are harder to explain just by looking at the gold data,
as no very similar words with stress markers on the second syllable are present.
Markers indicating vowel length are more common in the data and the test set

contained a total of 175 such words. At test time, the LSTM misclassified 57 of those
words and incorrectly assigned length to a vowel in 26 cases.

As discussed in 4.6, assigning length markers may be the most difficult part of
this task as the markers can be assigned to practically any vowel phoneme in many
different environments and even the gold annotators - despite agreeing on a set of
guidelines for annotating length - do not always agree on this issue.

Looking at the output (see examples in table 6.5), it seems as though errors are at
least in many cases consistent with other rules and length is rarely assigned in a way
that would not be allowable in any word. It also seems highly dependent on stress
assignment - or perhaps vice versa - just as it would be for a human annotator. In the
case of the two names <matteo> and <adele>, the model incorrectly assigns the stress
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+ markers
Word Gold-standard LSTM
mouth [m au: T] [m au T]
knows [n ou: s] [n O s]
matteo [m a h "" t_h E: ou] [m a h t E ou]
adele [a "" t E l] [ei: t E l]

Table 6.5: Examples from test data where markers indicating long vowels are incorrectly assigned
or dropped.

on the first syllable (or rather, doesn’t specifically assign it elsewhere) which leads to a
few other different phoneme errors, including the length, that at least follow logically.
<Adele>, for instance, probably would be pronounced [ei: t E l], were the primary
stress on the first syllable.
In other cases, the model doesn’t pick up on clear patterns that it ideally would,

such as always assigning length to a vowel sound that is represented by digraphs like
<ou> and <ow>, as in <mouth> or <knows>, in a stressed syllable. Looking through
the training data, however, some inconsistencies can be found in this respect, which
may be the cause of these errors.

6.4 Other various issues

It’s worth mentioning that the WER and PER scores for these systems might not
always tell the whole story in terms of model performance. In many cases, different
transcriptions in the model output and the gold data are arguably both acceptable -
there is the previously discussed affricate issue, so words like <enjoy> could arguably
be transcribed either as [E n t s j Oi] (as in the gold standard) or [E n t j Oi] (as
the rule-based system transcribes it). [j] is also completely optional in words like
<arabian>, the latter part of which could be transcribed as either [p i j a n] (gold
standard) or [p i a n] (rule-based system), without any perceptible difference in
pronunciation.
Finally, mapping English vowel sounds to Icelandic phonology is not always an

unambiguous task as there are some errors in the test set where one one could argue
the vowels in the model output are a better choice than those in the gold standard
- <ranking> as [r a J_0 c i N] (rule-based system) rather than [r ei J_0 c i N] and
<armour> as [a r m O r] (LSTM with markers) rather than [a r m u r].

On top of these words where multiple transcriptions are possible, there are also
several loanwords in the data that make the task harder for all systems as their
pronunciation derives from a different sound system altogether (e.g. <guacamole>).

There are even some instances in the test set of words that have become appropri-
ated as loanwords in Icelandic with a different pronunciation than what the closest
approximation of English with Icelandic sounds would be - <Disney> is universally
pronounced as [t I s t n ei] in Icelandic, not [t I s t n i], and <album> as [a l p u m],
rather than [a l p 9 m]. In both cases, the standard Icelandic pronunciation seems to
originally stem from spelling rather than English pronunciation (and in the case of
<album>, probably the pronunciation in related languages other than English).
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7 Conclusions and future work

We implemented a rule-based g2p system, specifically designed for transcription of
English words in Icelandic text, that uses sounds that exist in the Icelandic phonemic
inventory and adhere to Icelandic phonology constraints. In deciding on which rules
to include, and evaluating their coverage, a list of the most frequently-found English
words in a corpus of Icelandic text was used.

The rule-based system was then applied to a further 3,632 frequent English words,
and the output was manually corrected to create gold data to train and test a neural
LSTM model for the same task. The scores for each set of models are promising, albeit
far from the state-of-the-art g2p scores for either Icelandic or English. However, there
does not exist much previous work on g2p transcription specifically handling English
words within the Icelandic phonological constraints, and thus it remains very much
an unsolved task.

We find that our rule-based system comfortably improves on the baseline method of
simply letting an Icelandic g2p model treat English words, seeing as how the Icelandic
systems available to us transcribed the vast majority of words in our test set incorrectly
(see section 5.3). Therefore, our rule-based g2p system can already be expected to
improve the output of an Icelandic TTS system, demonstrating that we can effectively
build a rule-based g2p system for English words according to Icelandic phonology.
As seen in section 5.3, our neural models do outperform our rule-based system in

this task in terms of WER, suggesting a neural approach can be a feasible long-term
solution given their superior results. We do, however, note that the rule-based system
may be a more viable option in some use cases, due to the greater complexity of the
LSTMs.

When investigating outputs of the two methods, both show certain inherent limita-
tions; the LSTM model does not consistently stick to the Icelandic desired phonology,
while the rule-based system is continually hampered by the limited flexibility when it
comes to choosing possible output phonemes. However, the LSTM is far more flexible,
allowing it to excel at modeling certain phenomena with which the rule-based system
may struggle. Most notable is the LSTM’s ability to accurately transcribe relations
between graphemes and phonemes for English vowel sounds, which is one of the most
difficult tasks, due to the deep orthography of English (see discussion in section 6.1).
The LSTM model has also shown initial limited ability that it can model length and
stress markers, which is an advantage over the rule-based system, as trying to account
for those features in a set of hand-written rules is very complicated and increases the
rule complexity of the system. As discussed in section 6.3, the model is still not quite
accurate enough with regards to length and stress marking.
Further improvement would probably be obtained by increasing the size of the

annotated dataset, as the stress markers particularly are quite rare, but assigning
stress in English g2p is, after all, ‘famously difficult.’ (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009)
and would be cost-prohibitive on a large scale. Additionally, given that we did not
hyperparameterise our model, such optimisation could yield additional improvements,
though we note that may also result in overfitting quickly given our small annotated
data set. The rule-based system would benefit from further refining the code, which
would likely improve the output considerably. Examples of this would be changing
the order of the rules, so that we eliminate cases where rules should be applied but are
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not (as in the case of <alcan> and <pictures> in section 6.2), and normalising output
so that vowels are not repeated, and non-allowable consonant clusters are eliminated.
We also recognise the need for a more in-depth error analysis, especially of edge

cases and to define in which cases ‘errors’ are actually also acceptable and in which
cases they are not, for instance when it comes to affricates and ambiguous vowels, as
discussed in section 6.4. In future work, a rule-system could also be designed to help
correct common mistakes in the model output, reducing the number of rules needed
and the complexity.
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